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Visa Application:  
No issues. Visa application was prompt and smooth – a lot depends on passport held as well. 
 
Enrolment Procedure and recommended subjects:  
Enrolment procedure is straightforward. Popular classes might be full, so need to waitlist.  
Fuqua seems to offer more electives in Spring rather than Fall session. 
More electives offered especially in supply chain or health care management than AGSM.   
 
Workload at exchange school: 
Depends on electives chosen. Students can choose heavy quant courses or easier qual. But might need a couple 
of weeks to adapt to shorter, more intensive schedule. They offer half semesters where you have a 2x2hour class 
per week for six weeks instead of at AGSM with a 1x3hr lecture per week for 12 weeks. 
 
Accommodation options: 
No on campus accommodation – mainly for undergraduates. 

Fuqua students normally stay at Station Nine or Alden Place (previously known as Alexan Place). Almost 
impossible to get Station Nine but Alden Place has short term leasing for students. If not, there are apartments 
sprinkled around the West Campus where Fuqua is located. Good to stay within Duke Bus radius, where free 
transportation is provided. However, trade-off would be that it neighbourhood around West Campus is not the 
safest.  

Car would be necessary or need to rely on friends with cars. Insurance from car rental companies is an issue. 
(Expensive) 

Campus Facilities 
Fantastic! University has trekking grounds, Duke Gardens, 18 hole golf course, indoor gymnasium with swimming 
pool, dive pool, indoor rock wall.  
 
Fuqua facilities are sufficient. Similar with AGSM where there’s free printing available, free fax, scan etc. There is 
also a business library located right in the Fuqua campus that opens till late for students to study in. 
 
Careers Services: 
Did not utilize career services. But FUQUA has many companies that go on campus for corporate presentations 
that are now open to exchange students.  
 
Student life: 
Awesome! Lots going on. There is a strong Fuqua spirit and a lot of emphasis on TEAM FUQUA. 2nd year 
students will be busy with recruitment but are still warm and engaging if you reach out to them. 
Durham might be quieter than usual bigger cities but still lots to do in downtown Durham or drive to Raleigh. 

 
Things AGSM MBA students should consider/be aware of when applying to this school for exchange: 
This is a great school. Highly recommended. School is welcoming of exchange students. Bring your bags and 
enjoy the ride. 
 
Highlight: 
All the people met and friendships that were formed. 
 
Fuqua Fridays. Clubs of the FUQUA school organizes free food and beer every Friday at  5:30pm. Gives 
students a chance to interact with each other despite different class schedules.  
 
Appreciate the affirmative culture of the school to the students; school trusts that students will be able to conduct 
themselves with the FUQUA code of conduct. The school TRUSTS the students to do the right thing. 
 
Less competitive, students do not compete with each other but instead willingly support each other. TEAM 
FUQUA culture is very strong.  
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QUALITY of lecturers are definitely better.  
 


